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Aim 
To explain dynamic analysis relative to ao~clerated W-ordinate axes 
(d'Alembert's method). 

To discourage you from wing acaleratbd W-ordinate axes in n35! 

In Block 2 you used Newton's laws of motion in static analysis, and in 
Block 4 you used them in dynamic analysis. In thiis first part of t h i ~  Block 
(Unit 9A) I am going to explain some of the background and more recent 
developments; Newton expounded his laws 300 years ago and then have 
been significant advanwa in understanding since then, for example by 
Euler and d'Alembert. Alao I shall be looking at the thorny question of 
'when is a force not a force?: for example 'centrifugal force'. This latter 
area, in particular, is very important for a thorough understanding of the 
proper solution of Mechanics problems. To some extent the earlier 
material of this Unit paves the way towards clarifying thiis. 

The second, and larger, part of this Block (Unit 9B) forms a distinct 
topic-the graphical representation and analysis of aoalcratioa 



1 Newton's laws 
Newton's laws of motion, as you have been using them in Block 4 
Dmmiw were stated er fdlow# * 

m t h w  
A body nmainr at mt. or amtinw to move in a & & h t  line with a 
wnstant vslocity, if there h no unbalPaccd force d a g  on i t  

Steal hrr: 
If there M an unbalanced force acting on a body, the body 
expo- an acceleration in the direction of the force, proportional 
to thc force and inversdy proportional to the hc of the body. 

lltrl hw: 
If one body exerts a force on a -d body, then the wcond body 
exerts a reaction force on the 5mt body, whether or not the bodia 
an accelerating. Thslc 10- of action and reaction baween the 
bodiaaneqdin~tud*o~teiodinctionudW-linear, 

Note that they rdh to h m u W  motlm, not rotaaiba In R l d  4 you 
have alrcPdy gone beyond Newton in some ways ~ W I C  you d 
cquivalcnts to Newton's laws for 6xcd-uia rotation, The equivalent of the 
Fmt Law is that a solid object with constant accond moment of hc and 
with no torque on it will rotate at constant an&r sped (which Newton 
knew). The equivalent of the Sscond Law is that M = la where M is the 
torque, I is the accond moment of m m  and a is the angular acceleration 
(which Newton did not know). 

The laws for general rotation of a body can be deduced by considering the 
body to be an sssembly of particles each obeying the standard trans- 
lational laws. This was done by the Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler 
(1707-1783). It turns out that the general rotation equations an much 
mon complex than the r a k  e h p b  trsnslation laws. This is psrtly 
h w  the -d moment of masa of a body g c n c d y  depends on the 
&cula~ axes ofrotation, whereas to the acauacy of all expchenta ever 
donethemistancctoLintar~tionofanobjocftbPtisitsincrtiror 
mm, doca not depend at all upon thc direction of the applied fora. 

2 CO-ordinate axes 
So far in T235 we have emphasized the need to show on the h-body 
diagram the W-ordinate axes in which the motion of the body is Wing 
measured. These axes a n  sometimes known as the W-ordinate system or 
the reference frame. 
It is important to appreciate that Newton's laws an only valid for motion 
measured in non-accelerating coordinate a x e  or M co-ordinatrs as la(y c+..~cr W 

they an known. On T235 so far we have used only inertial coordinate 
axcs; later I shall look at the consc~ucilcea of using accebratiag W- 

ordinate axes. How do we know wbethcr a given wt ofco.onlinate axg h 
truly non-accckmting? From a phil0x)phical point of vim thk m y  
sometimes be probkmatic, but from the practioal mghuing point of 
view the answer is fairly simple - we chooae coordinate axes for which 
experience show that Newton's laws an sufkkntly amsate for the sort 
of problem in hand 



As a specific example, we might want to analyse the motion of an object 
dropped in the cabin of an aircraft by a pilot, when the aircraft is 
performing a complex manoeum involving accelerations. In this case we 
are particularly interested in the motion of the object relative to the 
aircraft, because this is what the pilot would be aware of, so it would be 
sensible to use co-ordinate axes xyz (lower case) attached to the aircraft. 
These are accelerating, so we would also need a set of inertial axes XYZ 
(upper case), attached to the Earth (i.e. a terrestrial referena frame). 

Now the Earth is in orbit around the Sun, and in the analysis of, for 
example, spacecraft travelling between planets, Earth-fued co-ordinate 
axes will not be sufficiently inertial, and instead the choice is likely to be a 
co-ordinate system with its origin in the Sun, actually at the mass antre  of 
the solar system, and not rotating relative to the stars. This would be very 
tedious for everyday problems, but fortunately, for nearly all practical 
engineering problems here on Earth, co-ordinate axes fixed to the Earth 
are sufficiently inertial (non-accelerating). 

The point is that for any particular problem, an experienced engineer can 
find suitable inertial (non-accelerating) co-ordinate axcs. If some other 
accelerating co-ordinate axes are chosen (not the T235 method) then one 
can subsequently find the acceleration of the acalerating axes relative to 
the (sufficiently) inertial axes. The motion of an object as perceived in the 
inertial axes is called the absolute motion. When both sorts of axes arc in 
use, it is usual to denote the inertial axcs by upper-case letters (X YZ) and 
the accelerated axes by lower-case (xyz). In the remainder of this course, 
the distinction is not usually necessary, so that elsewhere xyz may denote 
Earth-fixed (inertial) axes. 

Now when we observe motion relative to accelerated co-ordinate axes 
many strange things seem to happen, which can greatly confuse our 
understanding of Mechanics, and this is why on T235 we have not used 
such methods. Unfortunately Mechanics is often taught using such 
techniques but without adequate explanation -indeed the chances are that 
you have studied Mechanics before and have been taught such methods 
and left confused. It is true that some problems are very effectively handled 
by accelerated axes techniques, and we go into the method properly in the 
third-level course T331, but it is dangerous to use it unless you are really 
experienced and really understand it. I am going to explain the method 
here not so that you can use it, but so that on this course you can avoid it. 
Hopefully on the way I can dispel some misunderstandings that you may 
have collected when previously studying Mechanics. On this basis then, 
let's look at what happens when we use accelerated co-ordinate axes. 

SA0 1 

Explain the difference between inertial and accelerating co-ordinate axes. 

SA0 2 

"Earth-fixed axes are really not inertial." Explain. 

Why is the use of analysis in accelerated axes discouraged in this course? 



3 A falllng apple 
Let's look at the simplest p08sible Earth-bad example-a falling object, 
for example an apple at point Q, with aerodynamic foras neglected. 

(b) body-fixed 
(WRONG) 

(01 body-fixed 

Figwe l 

Figure ](a) shows the fe-body diagram with one f o r e  the weight force 
mg, and inertial co-ordinate axes XY attached to the Earth. The apple of 
course has acceleration a, = g  downwards, where a, means acceleration 
relative to OXY axes along the Y-axis (to be distinguished from the lower- 
case y-axis). Rcmember that uppcrcasc XYZ axes arc inertial. Following 
the usual T235 method of dynamic analysis, the resultant fo ra  along Y is 

R,=ng=ma, 

. . a,=&? 

Therefore the apple has acceleration g downwards in the Earth-fixed XY 
co-ordiite system, which is correct. 

Now what happens if we consider instead a co-ordinate system Qxy whose 
origin is attached to (and moving with) the apple, Figure I(b). In this co- 
ordinate system the apple is always at the origin so a, = 0, because ay is the 
acceleration measured relative to Qxy (note the lower-case y here). If we 
do the standard dynamic analysis for they direction for Figure I(b) we get 

R , = ~ = m y  

. . a,=g (WRONG) 

We already h o w  that a, = 0, from the definition of the xy axes, which are 
fured to the appk. What has gone wrong? Because T235 is based entirely 
on analysis in imrtial co-ordinate axes we haw not previously stressed this 
point: Newton's laws only work w d y  in inertial co-ordinate axes, they 
do not work in accelerated co-ordinate axes. In this case (Figure lb) I have 
applied Newton's Second Law in accelerating axes, and therefore got an 
incorrect result. 

How then are we to use analysis in accelerated co-ordinate axes? The 
answer is that we 'cheat'. We modify the free-body diagram by adding 
imaginary forces to make Newton's laws work! Such extra foms have 
been given such names as compensation forces, pseudo foras, correction 
forces or imaginary forces; I shall call them compensation forces. So what arpu*. 
force do we add to Figure t(b)? The inaccuracy of the result from the f e -  
body diagram of Figure i(b) is may, so we must add that fora, acting in 
the direction opposite to the acceleration of the object in the inertial co- 
ordinates. This gives us Figure l ( ~ ) .  The extra force ma, is the compen- 
sation force bccause the axes xy are accekrating with an acceleration a, 
downwards. The dynamic analysis in the xy coordinate system is now, 
from Figure l@), 

R,=mg-mav=ma, 

In this quation be canful to distinguish a, and a,! 



By definition of the xy system, a, = 0 and so ma, = 0, giving 

mg-may=O 

. . ar=g 

which is now the comct result; the absolute acceleration (i.e. in the Earth- 
fixed axes XY) is g downwards. Note that the free-body diagram seen in 
the xy co-ordinate system (Figure Ic) is different from that in the XY 
inertial system (Figure la), the dinerent f o m  giving different acceler- 
ations in the two sets of axes. Actually there are innumerable other 
possible sets of accelerating axes that we could use, and provided we use 
the proper compensation forces for each free-body diagram, all will be 
well. 

For any given problem, in principle we could use axes with any 
acceleration we like, and obtain the correct final result. However there is 
no advantage in using some odd set of axes. Normally we would choose 
either inertial axes, or a set of axes fixed to one of the objects being 
analysed. Some problems are more amenable to one approach, some to 
the other. 

The use of co-ordinate axes attached to the object, called body-fixed axes, 
plus compensation forces on the free-body diagram, is known as 
d'Alembert's method. Sometimes it is called 'reducing the body to equilib- 
rium' or 'reducing the problem to statics', because in the accelerated axes 
(the body-fixed axes) there is no change of measured position, i.e. no 
acceleration; with the compensation forces the f o m  are in equilibrium. 

Before we go on to look at some more examples, I must draw your 
attention to another possible technique that may be confused with 
d'Alembcrt's method if you are not careful. Sometimes it is convenient to 
use inertial co-ordinate axes that at the instant of analysis happen to be 
coincident with the body. For example, in the solution to SAQ 33 in 
Block 4 we chose the angle of the n-t axes to be instantaneously coincident 
with the angle of the pendulum, and we could also have had the origin at 
the centre of mass at that instant. However if the axes are inertial, even if 
they are instantaneously coincident with the object, there are no compen- 
sation forces, which only arise for acceleratingaxes. A good way of thinking 
of instantaneously coincident axes is to imagine them fixed (inertially) in 
space, with the object passing over them, and happening to be exactly on 
them at the moment of the analysis. This is in complete contrast to body- 
fixed axes which move with the body. 

Is a compensation force a real force? This is a fascinating question that I 
shall look at later. It is certainly different from a 'real' force because it 
depends on the co-ordinate axes chosen - real forces appear whether the 
axes are accelerated or not, and of course the free-body diagram for the 
special case of inertial axes contains the real forces only. 

SA0 4 
Explain the term 'compensation force'. 

SA0 5 
What is d'Alembcrt's method? 

For a given object in given conditions there is more than one possible free- 
body diagram. Explain. 



4 A mathematical approach 
We can sec how the compensation foras arise in a more mathematical way 
by considering the partick P in Figure 2, having mass m and total resultant 
force O X Y  are inertial axes, whercas Qxy are non-inertial For 
simplicity, the xy co-ordinates an not rotating relative to XY.  

Point Q has coordinates (X,, Y,) relative to incttial axes O X Y .  Point P 
has co-ordinates (X ,  y) relative to the n o n - M a l  frame Qxy. Thus, 
relative to inertial axes O X Y .  P has co-ordinates 

DilTcrentiating twia gives the accckration components of P relative to 
axes O X Y  as: 

Orr=%r+% 
That is, the absolute acakration of P, in the O X Y  coordinates, equals the 
acaleration of P relative to Qxy plus the acaleration of Q relative to 0. 
Newton's Second Law is certainly valid in the inertial frame O X Y ,  so the 
equations of motion relative to this frame are 

If instead we use the accckrating axes Qxy, how can we formulate the 
equations of motion? From the above results we can write 

Thus if the axes Qxy are accelerating relative to the inertial axes O X Y ,  we 
can NOT write Newton's Second Law for the axes Qxy in the form, 

Instead on the ldt-hand sides of these exprtssions we must include 
compensation forces, -m and -m %,. The free-body diagram for 
motion relative to the acalerating axes is as in Figure 3. 

Using the compensation  fora^, Newton's Second Law can now be applied 
for motion in the non-inertial Qxy coordinates (which in this case have 
translational acceleration but are not rotating): 

If the axes Qxy have a constant translational velocity relative to O X Y ,  
then they have no acalcration =Q, = 0). in which case Qxy are also 
inertial axa, and the compensation foras arc zero. Rotating axes q u i r e  
other compensation forces for points not at the origin, even ifthey have no 
translational acaleration. 

Consider again the falling apple example of the last section, using axes 
Qxy fixed in the apple, Figure 4. Points P and Q are now the same. 
F, = m8 downwards and there is no acaleration of the apple relative to 
the axes Qxy. The compensation force L m%, upwards, so the hre- 
body diagram is as shown. 



Relative to the moving axes the equation of motion becomes 

R,-mg-m%,=m(h,=O 

so 

* = g  

which is correct. 

5 Circular motion 
In the simple tmdntional example of Figure 1 you would probably have 
done a correct anelyaia by the method of T235, without wishing to add 
compensation forces. However, if you have studied Meohanios beforc, then 
when we come to cirmlar motion you may well want to include 
'centrifugal force' on the fm-body diagram. But this is a compensation 
fora, so if you include it when using inertial axa, you will get the wrong 
results. Let's go through a dmple example. Consider a cube of mass m 
resting on a horizontal surlPa of negbgiblc fiction, tethcnd by a light 
string to a central point. The cube is sliding alow at a constant speed v 
conatmid in a eirmlPr path of radius r by the string. nK string tension is 
T. Figure %a) s h m  the systom in Euth-fixed coordinate axes XY, wbm 
for convenience the origin is chosen at C, the centre of the circle. Co- 
ordinates X Y  arc not rotatin& but Y happens to be pointingdircctly away 
from the cube at thc instant of analysis. The weight force dog not appear 
because this is a p h  view. What otha foras might thcn be? In the view 

\path shown them might be friction foras with thc ground, but I haw already 

-I" T ~ J  

said that Mori is negligible ALso I have ncgkctcd aerodynamic foras. 
The string tension is the only force. Remember, in the inertial axed, as hen. 

Y c the only foras an d forces, exerted by something e k  on the body in 
I 

I motion, for example by the ground or air or string. In this care there is no 
(a) Earth-fixed axea XY centrifugal compensation force, because the axes an inertid, fixed to the 

Earth, The dynamic analysis for Figure %a) is 

R,= T = m a r  

Now we know from purely kinematic analysis of circular motion that the 
object has a centripetal acceleration (towards the centre) 

(b) coincident Earth-fixed 8x88 XY 

~'herdorc the string tension is 

L&-- wbch is c o r n .  

Figure S(b) shows the care for Earth-fued (inertial) axes that happen to be 
(C) body-fixed axe8 xy coincident with the cube at the instant of analysis. Thew an still inertial 

axes, so the forces on the free-body diagram and the analysis an just as 
bdorc. 

Figure %c) shows the care for axes xy attached to the cube, that is, 
m accelerating axes. To make Newton's laws work we now to add the 

compensation force m a = m v2/r opposite to the absolute acceleration of 
the xy axes: the axes have the inward centripetal acceleration of the cube 
so we add the compensation force pointing outwards. 

Although the compensation force is mv2/r, which looks like a centrifugal 
force, strictly speaking it i~ not centrifugal but a translational compen- 
sation force becauac it arias here from the upndational acceleration of the 
coordinate axes, not from their rotation. 



In the body-fined axes of Figure 5(c) the cube h constant position, i.e. 
zero ~ 0 ~ ~ 1 m t i o n  in these (xy) axes (a, = 0 even though a, is NOT zero). 
The dynamic analysis in the body-6xed axea is 

which is correct. 

Another possible and quite d b l e  choice of axea for the sliding cube 
could be o m  with origin at the centre ofthe cirde, but rotating with they- 
axis always pointing directly away from (or at) tbe cube, Figure Xd). This 
h NOT tbe name as Figure 5(a) This h a rotating 81% of axes. In this case 
we again get a compensation fora mv2/r. Now it arises from rotation of 
the xy axcs, so thin d y  is a ccntrifugd compensation fora. Hence on the 
free-body diagram we need to add the mtrifugd compensation force. The 
dynnmic analysis is as for Figure 5(c). In general in rotating axes things 
can get even more complicated, with even more compensation forccs to be 
added to get Newton's laws to work - for example, the Corioln force. 
However, in the simple case of Figure 5(d) the cube is at a constant 
position in the rotating axcs, so that the above analysis using Figure 5(d) is 
valid. 

SA0 7 
A satellite is in a circular orbit around the Earth. An astronaut car&Uy 
rel- a pmcil which seems to float in fmnt of him. 
(a) Draw a lrcobody diagram of the pcncil and of the whok satellite in 

Earth-6xcd axes. What an their accelaatiom? Explain why the pencil 
seems to float. 

(b) Draw a free-body diagram of the pencil in pencil-fixed axes. Explain 
why the psncil seems to float. 

840 1 
When cornring at steady spced v at a radius r, a motorcycle must lean 
'into' the corner. 
(a) For Earth-6x4 axes, draw a b b o d y  diagram of the motorcycle in 

front view. Is there a compensation fora? What is the sideways 
acceleration? What is the friction force on the wheeIs? Will the 
motorcycle fall over? 

(b) For motorcydc-fined axcs, draw a b b o d y  diagram in front view. Is 
there a compensation f o r d  What is the sideways acceleration? What 
is the friction fora on the wheels? Will the motorcycle fall over? 



6 Compensation forces 
So far we have seen that, when motion is viewed in an acakrating set of 
axes inrtead of inertial axes, the free-body diagram must be chanpl for 
the application of Newton's First and a n d  Laws, and that this 
modifioation takm the form of extra (wmpensation) forms. To be more 
precise about the implication of accelerating axes, wmpcnsation forces 
will be nocdcd if the objcct's position in the 'acalerated' co-ordinatecl haa 
an acaloration as seen in inertial axes, that is, if the object haa an absolute 
acdcration. Thin can occur because of Liwar acceleration of the co- 
ordinate origin, giving a trsnslation compensation fora (Fire lc), 
because of steady rotation of the axm, giving a antrifugal (wmpcnsstion) 
fora (Figure M), or because of angular acalcration of the axes, giving an 
azimuthal compensation fora (aanociatcd with tangential d w a t i o n ) .  Ln 
addition, if the free body haa translational motion dative to rotating axa 
thm is a Corhh (wmpnration) fora. Thm can be wmpensation 
torqw too! AU told. tbcae compensation foras arc likely to lead to all 
sorts of wnfusion if not handled w d y .  If you have studied Usohanice 
before you may have been taught to uec antrifugal fora, and possibly met 
Coriolis fora, but will almost artainly not have had them explained 
properly. As I have mentioned before, some problem are better tackled by 
them advanad techniques, but in most am they just cause wnfusion, 
especially antrifugal fora. For t h i  -n on T23S we have decided to 
approacb all problems by analysis in inertial co-ordinates - the use of 
accelerated or rotating axes is better avoided unlesa it is done properly and 
wmpmhensively. The technique is dealt with in the third-level corn 
T331. Oa T235, apart from in this Unit, all problems should be done in 
iontial axes, so you do NOT need to indude any compcnaation for- 
such as centrihrgal azimuthal or Coriolis forms. 

From the point of view of solving problems in 7235, that is all that I want 
to say about accelerated co-ordinates and wmpemetion forces. My 
matage is this: 



7 What is a force? 
What is a fora? There arc several ways of looking at this question - 
experiential, philosophical or mathematical. From the experiential point 
of view, a fora is what you feel when you arc pushed or pulled. 
Mathematically, it is the F in F= mii. So is a compensation fora redly a 
force? When you arc in a car accelerating forward, you certainly feel as 
though the tmdation compeasation force is pushing your body back into 
the seat, although of course what is 'really' happening is that the seat has 
to be compressed to give a forward fora to accelerate your body forward. 
Similarly, when going round a corner in a car, it leek as though tbe 
centrifugal compcnsation force is pulling you outwards, whenaa really 
your body is trying to go straight on. Because the apparent frame of 
reference is the car itself, which is an accelerating rcferena frame (co- 
ordinate axes), the compcnsation forccs seem real enough. Also if we 
consider the case of an astronaut at 'zero gravity' in a satellite (SAQ l), the 
combination of a real fora and a cornpeasation fora seems to be zero in 
a real way. So in what way arc compcnsation forccs difIerent from real 
forces? There arc two clear differences: 
1 A real force appears unchanged on any k b o d y  diagram, indcpcn- 

dent of the co-ordinate axes. A compensation fora depends upon the 
axes chosen. 

2 According to Newton's Third Law, a real force has an equal and 
opposite reaction. In other words, a real force is one half of a 'Newton 
3'pcrlr - it has an opposing partner fora on another physical object. A 
compensation fora has no 'Newton 3' partner. 

Thus although compeasation forccs sometimes seem very real, it is 
probably best to treat this as illusory, and to say that compensation foras 
do not really exist - they are a convenient fiction to enable Newton's First 
or Second Laws to be used in accelerated co-ordinate axes. 

8 Historical note 
This is how Jean le Rond d'Alembert (1717-1783) first expressed the 
principle that now takes his name: 

"From the foregoing we deduce the foUowing Rinciple for finding 
the movement of several bodh that act on one another. When the 
movements A, B, C etc. that are imposed on each body arc 
resolved each into two components, a, b. j?; c, y; etc, in such 
manner that if only the movements a, b, c bad kcn imposed on 
the bodies, they could have conserved those movements without 
hindering each other reciprocally; and if only the movements a, j?, 
y etc. had kcn put on the bodies, the system would have remained 
at rest; then it is clear that A, B. C are the movements which these 
bodies take in virtue of their action." 
In translation, from TraitP de D y ~ m i q u e ,  2nd edn, Paris, 1758, p 74 

Herc 'movements' sometimes means motion, and sometimes force. So be 
glad that you were not studying Mechanics some two centuries ago! 



Answers to SelfiAssessment 
SA0 l 
Inertid co-ordinate axes have an origin that h not 
acceIeratin& d also have no rotation, M) no point at 
fucd co-ordinates b~ an acceleration. It m y  be ditficult 
to find coordinates with absolutely zero acceleration, hut 
in practice it is quite a y  to h d  'good enough' co- 
ordinated, e.g. for m m  activities on Earth, ewrdinste 
ua fixed to the Eprth. 

S A 0 9  
Rally the Earth h.s a centripetal d m t i o l ~  towards 
the Sun M the Earth orbits the Sun. Homvet for most 
Euth-bound prohkms thk can be ncgkctd. 

Bccauae, unless you are very experienad at it, it usually 
lea& to mistake-8 and confusion. 

A compluation fora is a fora added to a fro~body 
diagram in accelerated co-ordinate ua M) that we can 
apply Newton's First and Second Laws of Motion in the 
PrnkrPted axa. 

D'Alembert's method is an analysis in co-ordinate axes 
fixed to the object (body-fixed axes) giving no acceleration 
in t h e  axa. Because accelerating co-ordinala arc U&. 
compluation forces arc required on the &body 
digram. 

SA0 8 
The compluation forces required on the fire-body 
diagram depend on the coordinate a x a  in u r ,  M) axes 
with di&rrnt accchations require diRemt compensation 
forces. 

Satellite: n 

Figure 6 Figure 7 

where g, is the local value found from 

G m m .  
F = -  

R' 
In both cam the acaleration is 

where q h the IIIW of the Earth and R h the d i t a n a  
from the Earth's centre. 

The pencil aomu to Boat bsclltue it amckrata 
downwards at the lnme accelmtion M the r a t  of the 
utdite.  

In pneil-hxcd wr Qxy, Q is .mdmting dative to non- 
rotating Emhentrcd axa in tbe -Y direction, M) a 
Wrnpluatim fora  

ww - v l / r  
is required in the direction shown. In thcsc axa, the 
pencil cams to Boat bscllum the compensation force 
I w h  the gravity fora. 

Figure 9 I N  
In the E.rth-Bxed axes them is no compluation Tom. 

R, = F = m, a ,  = v2/r (kinematics) 

F - mv2/r 
The motorcycle does not fall over if the angle of lean (8 in 
Figure 9) is correct. Taking moments about G (which is 
the only plur  you can reliably take moments in gmeral 
dynamic analysis), to not fall over 

F b - N c = I a = O  

The compluation fora  
m2 

m a , = -  
r 

In body-Exed u r n  m could take moments about any 
' 

point, indudii G of eoune, but now .Lo the bottom of 
tbs wheel. Either way, you a n  .pin lhow that there can 
be mtatioarl equilibrium if un 0 -I?/=. 




